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From The Chair
Sierra Laddusaw

Texas A&M University

Spring has sprung where I’m at in Central Texas and 
I can see my garden flowering out the window as I 
write this from my home office as the world contin-
ues to deal with the Covid-19 pandemic. 

A goal of mine during my term as chair was to host 
a joint event with the New Members Round Table, 
I’m delighted to share that event took place on April 
2! Working with the President of New Members 
Round Table and their Programming Chair, we held a 
panel session on Geospatial Librarianship. The panel 
featured several of our members – Craig Haggit, Carol 
McAuliffe, Laura McElfresh, Kevin Dyke, and myself. 
Through the session we introduced attendees to our 
area of librarianship and provide a peek into “a day in 
the life” of a map/GIS librarian. The session was well 
attended, and I received a couple emails from current 
MLIS students expressing their appreciation for the 
session! A recording is available on the ALA Events 
site and I have requested a copy of the recording to 
add to our own video archive. 

I look forward to chatting with everyone at our virtu-
al ALA Annual sessions – finalizing of the schedule is happening this month and both 
the schedule and zoom registration link will be posted on our website once available. 

Many of our committee chairs and discussion/interest group leaders are approaching 
the end of the term. We are looking for new leaders for these upcoming vacancies, I ask 
that you consider serving in one of these leadership roles. It is a great way to be active 
in MAGIRT, gain or add to your leadership skills, and connect with other geospatial 
professionals from around the country! If interested, or even just curious to learn 
more, reach out to any member of the Executive Board to express your interest. If you 
have any questions about these positions, please don’t hesitate to ask me or the current 
chair/group leader.  

As with my previous letters: continue to stay safe, wear your masks, and wash your 
hands – plus, if it is available and an option for you get vaccinated! 

Sierra

https://ala-events.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_LPdz39-cTb-c04PgvgQjrw
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On The Cataloging/Cataloguing Front
Tammy Wong

Library of Congress

Library of Congress Classification: Online Training
Comprehensive training on Library of Congress Classification is now available on the 
Catalogers Learning Workshop. Like the LCSH online training, it was developed primarily to 
meet internal training needs of the Library of Congress, but it is being made freely available 
online as a service to the library community. The instructors are Janis L. Young, MA, MSLS, 
a senior cataloging policy specialist in the Policy, Training, and Cooperative Programs 
Division of the Library of Congress, and Daniel N. Joudrey, MLIS, Ph. D., a professor at the 
School of Library and Information Science at Simmons University in Boston, Massachusetts. 
The 47 modules are divided into 12 units. Each module consists of a lecture and a hands-
on exercise. The lectures are audio-visual, and a transcript of each is provided in PDF form. 
This free training may be found at the Catalogers Learning Workshop website. Questions 
or comments may be directed to Janis L. Young. The Library of Congress does not provide 
certificates of completion for this training.

The Cataloging Team in the Geography 
and Map Division utilizes and updates 
LC Classification Schedule: Class G 
(G1000 through G9980), as it pertains to 
cartographic resources. 

Class G serves as a bridge between 
history and the social sciences. The first 
part of Class G covers geography, which 
is closely related to history, so it makes 
sense that it follows the history sched-
ules. G1000 through G9980 are where 
the maps and atlases are classed.

The second part of Class G covers topics 
like anthropology, folklore, recreation, 
manners and customs – things that are more closely related to the social sciences, which is 
the next block of the schedules.

The printed edition of Class G includes Tables G1-G16. Although references to Tables 
G1548-G9804 appear throughout Class G (Cartographic Resources), it was not practical to 
include those tables of Geographic Cutters for administrative divisions, geographic regions 
and cities in the printed schedule because the Cutters now number over 100,000. Online 
access to the tables is available by subscription to Classification Web or to Cataloger’s 
Desktop. In addition, the Library of Congress is making them available at no charge in the 
form of a PDF file (3,000 pages long) that will be updated on a regular basis. If you want to 
propose a new Geographic Cutters, please contact mapcat@loc.gov

https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/index.html
mailto:jayo%40loc.gov?subject=Catalogers%20Learning%20Workshop
https://www.loc.gov/cds/classweb/
https://www.loc.gov/cds/products/product.php?productID=162
https://www.loc.gov/cds/products/product.php?productID=162
mailto:mapcat%40loc.gov?subject=
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The PDF file of Geographic Cutters may be downloaded by selecting the link below.

•	Class G (Cartographic Resources) - Geographic Cutters (Tables G1548-G9804)

Please note that this is not the complete Class G (Cartographic Resources). The PDF file only 
contains the Tables that Class G (Cartographic Resources) refer to.

Therefore, in order to assign LC Classification numbers for cartographic resources, you 
could either use Classification Web or download the following files:

•	Class G Preface   Geography. Maps. Anthropology. Recreation (PDF, 2 p., 92 KB)
•	Class G Outline   Geography. Maps. Anthropology. Recreation (PDF, 7 p., 109 KB)
•	Class G Text   Geography. Maps. Anthropology. Recreation (PDF, 689 p., 1.38 MB)
•	Class G Cutters   Geography. Maps. Anthropology. Recreation (PDF, 3131 p., 6.5 MB)

In the training, Unit 7 introduces and explains the use of the Cutter Table, which is used to 
create some of the Cutters that are established in the schedules and tables, including the 
Geographic Cutters (Tables G1548-G9804).

Unit 9 is devoted to Geographic Places. This unit is devoted to formulate the unique book 
number portion (non-cartographic) situation in which the classification schedules do not 
provide full class number with alphabetical listings of geographic places. The material 
covers various aspects of this situation. For shelflisting procedures on this topic and the 
list of regions and countries in one alphabet, see G300 in the Classification and Shelflisting 
Manual (CSM). The coverage of this unit is not to be confused with the Class G (G1000 
through G9980) that pertains to cartographic resources.

The training is beneficial to map catalogers who have an interest in learning more about 
LC Classification. You may wish to increase your understanding of particular aspects of LC 
Classification, and therefore may choose to concentrate on selected units or even particular 
modules. Even though some of the modules do not apply to map cataloging, you can still 
benefit from the general aspects of the training.

The instructions for the construction of LC Classification for cartographic resources can be 
found here (Special Instructions and Tables of Subdivisions for Cartographic Materials).

Access to LC Classification and the CSM is essential to complete the exercises. LC 
Classification is available through Classification Web or through the free PDFs of the 
schedules and tables and the CSM can be found in Cataloger’s Desktop or through the free 
PDFs. Information about subscribing to Classification Web and Cataloger’s Desktop can be 
found on the LC Cataloging Distribution Service website.

Introduction to the Course [4 minutes] (PDF, 433 KB)

Unit 1. Introduction to LCC

•	 Module 1.1 Introduction to LC Classification [20 minutes] (PDF, 930 KB)
•	 Module 1.2 The Classification and Shelflisting Manual [17 minutes] (PDF, 1.61 MB)
•	 Module 1.3 The basics of Classification Web [13 minutes] (PDF, 1.46 MB)

https://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/GCutter.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/cds/classweb/
https://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeLCC/LCC_G2020PRF.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeLCC/LCC_G2020OUT.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeLCC/LCC_G2020TEXT.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeLCC/G_Cutter.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/class_g.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeLCC/freelcc.html
https://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeCSM/freecsm.html
https://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeCSM/freecsm.html
https://www.loc.gov/cds/
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%200/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/0%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%201-1/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/1-1%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%201-2/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/1-2%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%201-3/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/1-3%20handout.pdf
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Unit 2. Understanding the schedules

•	 Module 2.1 Classification hierarchies  [19 minutes] (PDF, 1.45 MB)
•	 Module 2.2 Notes, references, special numbers  [13 minutes] (PDF, 772 KB)
•	 Module 2.3 Using the structure of the schedules  [18 minutes] (PDF, 1.84 MB)

Unit 3.Searching Classification Web

•	 Module 3.1 Searching Classification Web, part 1  [22 minutes] (PDF, 1.42 MB)
•	 Module 3.2 Searching Classification Web, part 2  [11 minutes] (PDF, 1.05 MB)

Unit 4. Principles of LC Classification

•	 Module 4.1 Principles of Classification, part 1  [18 minutes] (PDF, 1.11 MB)
•	 Module 4.2 Principles of Classification, part 2 [20 minutes] (PDF, 1.12 MB)
•	 Module 4.3 Classifying by form: the form captions, pt. 1 [12 minutes] (PDF, 865 KB)
•	 Module 4.4 Classifying by form: the form captions, pt. 2 [13 minutes] (PDF, 1.08 

MB)

Unit 5. Chronology in LC Classification

•	 Module 5.1 Classification by time period [15 minutes] (PDF, 865 KB)
•	 Module 5.2 Dates in classification numbers [13 minutes] (PDF, 559 KB)
•	 Module 5.3 Dates of resources and work letters [20 minutes] (PDF, 1.33 MB

Unit 6. Creating order within a class number

•	 Module 6.1 Shelf order [12 minutes] (PDF, 679 KB)
•	 Module 6.2 Filing rules [17 minutes] (PDF, 1.21 MB)

Unit 7. Cutter numbers

•	 Module 7.1 The Cutter Table [24 minutes] (PDF, 1.06 MB)
•	 Module 7.2 Assigning cutter numbers [16 minutes] (PDF, 630 KB)
•	 Module 7.3 Number of cutters [18 minutes] (PDF, 1.10 MB)
•	 Module 7.4 Reserved cutters [24 minutes] (PDF, 1.16 MB)

Unit 8. Tables

•	 Module 8.1 Introduction to tables [12 minutes] (PDF, 676 KB)
•	 Module 8.2 Tables for building whole or decimal numbers [18 minutes] (PDF, 992 

KB)
•	 Module 8.3 The .x tables, part 1: printed cutter numbers and ranges [18 minutes] 

(PDF, 812 KB)
•	 Module 8.4 The .x tables, part 2: cataloger-supplied single cutter [11 minutes] (PDF, 

607 KB)
•	 Module 8.5 The .x tables, part 3: cataloger-supplied range of cutters [28 minutes] 

(PDF, 1.10 MB)

https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%202-1/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/2-1%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%202-2/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/2-2%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%202-3/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/2-3%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%203-1/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/3-1%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%203-2/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/3-2%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%204-1/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/4-1%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%204-2/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/4-2%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%204-3/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/4-3%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%204-4/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/4-4%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%205-1/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/5-1%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%205-2/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/5-2%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%205-3/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/5-3%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%206-1/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/6-1%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%206-2/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/6-2%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%207-1/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/7-1%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%207-2/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/7-2%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%207-3/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/7-3%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%207-4/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/7-4%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%208-1/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/8-1%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%208-2/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/8-2%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%208-3/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/8-3%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%208-4/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/8-4%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%208-5/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/8-5%20handout.pdf
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•	 Module 8.6 Secondary tables [22 minutes] (PDF, 1.10 MB)
•	 Module 8.7 Table modifications; classification numbers that function as tables [15 

minutes] (PDF, 1011 KB)

Unit 9. Geographic places

•	 Module 9.1 Classification by place [10 minutes] (PDF, 657 KB)
•	 Module 9.2 Classification by place: special situations [15 minutes] (PDF, 1008 KB)
•	 Module 9.3 Assigning cutters to geographic places [25 minutes] (PDF, 1.12 MB)

Unit 10. Special situations

•	 Module 10.1 Editions and selections [17 minutes] (PDF, 1.96 KB)
•	 Module 10.2 Classifying translations (PDF, 1.93 KB)
•	 Module 10.3 Using the Translation Table & texts in parallel languages [19 minutes] 

(PDF, 936 KB)
•	 Module 10.4 Commentaries on individual works [15 minutes] (PDF, 1.02 MB)
•	 Module 10.5 Resources entered under corporate body [21 minutes] (PDF, 1.44 MB)

Unit 11. Biography

•	 Module 11.1 Classification of biographies: general principles [12 minutes] (PDF, 
1.68 MB)

•	 Module 11.2 Classifying biographies: history schedules [19 minutes] (PDF, 1.70 MB)
•	 Module 11.3 Deciding whether to use the Biography Table [20 minutes] (PDF, 794 

KB)
•	 Module 11.4 Using the Biography Table [14 minutes] (PDF, 988 KB)
•	 Module 11.5 Completing the call number in general numbers [11 minutes] (PDF, 953 

KB)

Unit 12. Literature

•	 Module 12.1 Introduction to the literature schedules [20 minutes] (PDF, 1.85 MB)
•	 Module 12.2 Classifying literary authors [15 minutes] (PDF, 1.48 MB)
•	 Module 12.3 Assigning literary author numbers [12 minutes] (PDF, 1.56 MB)
•	 Module 12.4 Subarranging literary authors [22 minutes] (PDF, 1.93 MB)
•	 Module 12.5 Extended example: a literary author [7 minutes] (PDF, 1.43 MB)

https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%208-6/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/8-6%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%208-7/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/8-7%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%209-1/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/9-1%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%209-2/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/9-2%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%209-3/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/9-3%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%2010-1/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/10-1%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%2010-2/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/10-2%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%2010-3/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/10-3%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%2010-4/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/10-4%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%2010-5/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/10-5%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%2011-1/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/11-1%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%2011-2/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/11-2%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%2011-3/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/11-3%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%2011-4/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/11-4%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%2011-5/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/11-5%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%2012-1/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/12-1%20handout.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/Module%2012-2/index.html
https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/12-2%20handout.pdf
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https://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/lcc/PDFs%20of%20slides/12-3%20handout.pdf
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New Maps and Cartographic Materials
Kim Plassche

University of Buffalo

“The paradox of mapmaking, however, is that as soon as you begin shrinking a 
geography down to a useable size, you necessarily are forced to misrepresent it. By 
making choices about what to include and what to leave out, you change the map 
from a document faithfully documenting an area to one furthering a particular point 
of view.”

- Michael Blanding, The Map Thief (2015)

Introduction

One year into the pandemic, and I think I have finally become accustomed to work life in 
this “new normal”. I miss my collection in the basement of my library, but I am so fortunate 
to work from the safety of my home. Many of us are probably still astounded at just how 
busy we are – even if we aren’t working with our beloved paper maps and atlases. The 
spring semester is in full swing, but I still had a chance to read three books for this column. 

Books

Hooke, Dan, F. Berhout and Kristin Dow. Climate Emergency Atlas. New York, New 
York: DK Publishing, 2020 (ISBN: 978074402183). 93 pages: color illustrations, color 
maps; 31cm. Hardcover list price: $19.99.

Despite a plethora of books, documentaries, 
conferences and reports detailing the devastating 
effects of climate change, it seems like somehow, 
we are just not getting it. Scientists can deliver 
their grim data in any number of formats, but 
the Climate Emergency Atlas utilizes many data 
visualization techniques to (hopefully) finally 
get the point across. This atlas is marketed for 
children, but it is appropriate for adults. 

The inside front cover features a world 
map with countries and states labeled. The 
cartographer utilizes three legends to aid in 
labeling: state abbreviations, a continental key 
with corresponding colors identified, and a list 
of country abbreviations used in place of long 
country names. The first chapter shifts away 
from maps, and presents a series of infographics 
explaining how we ended up in a climate 
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emergency, with explanations of the greenhouse effect, carbon cycle and carbon footprints. 
The second chapter includes world maps displaying the distribution of major contributors 
to the climate crisis such as population growth, burning fossil fuels, farming emissions (see 
accompanying photo for this map), disappearing forests, road transportation, air travel and 
fast fashion. The third chapter, detailing the impacts of climate change, includes even more 
maps of extreme weather events, shrinking polar ice, warming oceans, rainfall patterns 
and endangered animals. One the most recent and memorable effects of climate change, 
the Australian bushfires of 2019-2020, are covered here. The fourth chapter, “Action on 
Climate Change”, includes more maps showing countries involved in international treaties 
for climate change, solar and wind energy production, protests and forest restoration. The 
final map of the book appears inside the back cover. Like the first map, it is a world map. 
This mirror image labels natural features, including mountains, ridges, rivers, deserts and 
oceans. This map has a simple key identifying symbols for mountains and rivers. 

One of the most impressing aspects of the Climate Emergency Atlas is how current it is.  
In addition to the photographs of the 2020 Australian wildfires, the effects of the COVID-
19 lockdown on pollution are mentioned. A two-page spread comparing two photos of 
New Delhi (taken on November 2, 2019 and April 20, 2020) explains that air quality was 
so poor in November 2019 a public health emergency was declared. The country went 
into lockdown in March 2020 due to the pandemic, which caused a decrease in traffic and 
a halt to industry. The difference between the dense smog in 2019 and clear view in 2020 
shows “the rewards that can be gained from switching to less polluting fuel”. As we are still 
experiencing varying degrees of lockdown in many regions now in early 2021, this topic is 
timely. 
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This atlas is packed with useful and detailed maps, but this is just part of what makes it so 
important. Readers are shown beautiful but devastating photographs, thought-provoking 
infographics and relevant statistics. The presentation of information is clear and easy 
to understand. The glossary defines new terms for young readers, including recycle, 
atmosphere, agriculture, or population. However, it also has value for adults needing a 
definition for more advanced concepts like carbon offsetting or subsistence farming.

Sicard, Tristan and Yannis Varoutsikos. A Field Guide to Cheese: How to Select, 
Enjoy and Pair the World’s Best Cheeses. New York, New York: Artisan, 2020 (ISBN: 
9781579659417). 271 pages: color illustrations, color maps; 25 cm. Hardcover list 
price: $27.95. 

Yes, you read the title right. I’ve found a 
way to sneak a book about cheese with 
my reviews of world atlases and practical 
online web mapping tools. Apologies 
to base line readers eating a dairy-free 
diet — you may want to skip the next few 
paragraphs. 

A Field Guide to Cheese packs everything 
you wanted to know about your favorite 
food into 271 pages. A guide to dairy 
breeds, the eleven families of cheese 
types, and different cheese labels and 
certifications, as well as a timeline of 
cheese history, are detailed in the first 
section. The second section, Cheeses of the 
World, is the meat of the book. Hundreds 
of cheeses are detailed in individual 
entries encompassing one-third to one-
half of a page. Details for each cheese 
include a picture, the cheese’s name in 
its original language, the country and 
region of production, the type of milk it is produced from, certifications it carries, weight 
and fat content percentage. A brief description of its production, appearance, and taste is 
also provided. A small map with a dot representing the region where its origin and a page 
number for the corresponding regional map it appears on in the next chapter is provided. 

Section 3, Countries and Territories, is the reason I picked up this book. This 40-page section 
asks readers to “take a world tour of cheeses in twenty maps” and learn where exactly the 
cheeses come from. Countries and regions known as primary cheese producers are featured 
in multiple pages of maps. For example, France appears on six maps (Brittany & Normandy, 
Northeast, East-Central, Southeast, Auvergne & Southwest, West-Central on pages 194-205) 
while Italy has three maps (North, Central, South spanning pages 210-215). Other countries 
are combined into bigger regions, as seen on the smaller scale map for Poland, Czech 
Republic, Slovakia and Romania (p. 224-225). Each map includes labels for cities, rivers 
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and departments or regions. The area where a specific cheese comes from is shaded, and 
additional points for more locally-produced cheeses are included. The maps are drawn to 
differing scales dependent on the extent shown. Inset maps highlighting the regions within 
the larger continental areas are also provided. Each map includes a legend for the cheeses 
covered, with page number for their accompanying field guide entries listed. 

The book culminates with the most important section for cheese addicts and connoisseurs 
— instructions for preparation, serving, creating cheese platters and wrapping cheese.

The Field Guide to Cheese was originally published in French as L’atlas pratique des 
fromages in 2018 and translated by Zachary R. Townsend for this 2020 publication. The 
original country of publication should be no surprise given the content of this book, but 
it should be known the author gives each region important to cheese production ample 
coverage. Only the hungriest of cheese fans would read this book cover to cover, but it is a 
wonderful coffee table book. The pictures and maps are detailed, and each page of the book 
has a fascinating tidbit waiting to be shared. 

de Moraes, Thiago. History Atlas. London, UK: Scholastic, 2020 (ISBN: 
9781407189239). 96 pages: color illustrations, color maps; 34 cm. Hardcover list price: 
$28.99. 

Some base line readers may recognize 
the author of History Atlas, Thiago de 
Moraes. His 2019 release, Myth Atlas: 
Maps and Monsters, Heroes and Gods from 
Twelve Mythological Worlds, was reviewed 
in the February 2020 issue of base line 
(base line 41 (1): 31-32). This 2020 
publication moves away from mythology 
and highlights specific civilizations in our 
globe’s history. Unfortunately, it moves 
even further away from what we would 
expect in a traditional atlas. I admit, Myth 
Atlas was devoted more to the stories 
rather than accurate mapping. However, 
the author used maps in unique ways 
to illustrate those stories: the table of 
contents was given on a world map, the 
Greek World was mapped onto a flat disc 
(referring to their belief the world was 
flat), and Norse mythological figures were 
featured on a map of the tree Yggdrasil. 
History Atlas features fewer maps, and those that appear are used only as a backdrop for 
a random placement of historical caricatures. This slight to cartophiles is acknowledged in 
the Publisher’s Note, which serves as a guide to navigating the book, and refers to the “map” 
given in each chapter in quotation marks. 
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The book is lacking actual maps, but the illustrations and text itself is just as amusing as 
Myth Atlas. Readers are exposed to many geographical locations and time periods. The 
contents are: The Mesopotamian World -- The Egyptian World -- Travel -- The Greek World 
-- Fashion -- The Persian World -- The Roman World -- Food -- The Maurya World -- The 
Tang World -- The Mongol World -- The Ottoman World -- The Inca World -- Communication 
-- The World of European Exploration -- The Ethiopian World -- Medicine -- The American 
World -- The Russian World -- World Wars -- The Global World. The introduction to each 
chapter includes a small map (measuring approximately 1.75 in. x 2.75 in) of the region 
covered. Although the map is not to scale, it helps the reader place the civilization on the 
globe. The Mesopotamian World map, for example, shows the Euphrates and Tigris rivers, 
as well as major cities for the time period. The “map” making up the bulk of each chapter 
is just a background image for caricatures of historical figures and cartoonish drawings of 
important buildings. Each illustration is labeled with a number corresponding to a short 
tidbit of information featured in the margins. However, the illustrations are entertaining, 
and the definitions and explanations helpful for young students of ancient history. The 
accompanying image of the map of the Greek World shows the “maps” are obviously 
not drawn to scale and the random placement of the illustrations have no meaning. The 
remaining page of the chapter is dedicated to a description of unique aspects of life in that 
civilization, such as hieroglyphics in The Egyptian World. 

In between chapters on specific civilizations, there are pages dedicated to themes featured 
across civilizations. On page 22, readers are introduced to “The Height of Fashion” 
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illustrated with four characters modeling clothing and accessories including warriors’ 
beauty tools from the Bronze Age, the pants of Germanic tribesmen, the perukes of the 17th 
and 18th centuries and a meat dress à la Lady Gaga.

My favorite “map” is in the chapter European Exploration. While readers could roughly 
point out boundaries or bodies of water on the individual civilization maps, they had no 
definite purpose. The European Exploration map is slightly more complex. This map shows 
both the western and eastern hemispheres, and places characters throughout the globe. We 
learn about individuals important to exploration ranging from Galileo Galilei to Amerigo 
Vespucci, as well as the influence of the slave and spice trades on global exploration (p.62-
63). This chapter includes a second fascinating map showing the accidental journeys taken 
by explorers like Christopher Columbus, John Cabot and Abel Tasman (p. 64).

History Atlas is a wonderful book for young readers that are already enjoying the ever-
popular Who Was? series of books. The descriptions of historical figures and events, as well 
the illustrations, are exaggerated and humorous. It has no place in a map library, though. 
I appreciate the Publisher’s Note placing the word “map” inside quotation marks. The 
maps place no importance on location of landmarks and people, and some of the historical 
figures pictured are generalizations of what they may have looked like. What is the point of 
having numbers and a legend? Or showing these on “maps” at all? To reel in map lovers and 
librarians, it seems.

Conclusion

I am still waiting for my 2021 atlases to arrive. I look forward to “down time” in the 
summer to open these and review a few for the June and August issues. My local public 
library subscribes to Hoopla Digital, and I noticed a few titles on there I’ve missed. We’ve 
proven it is possible to move reference consultations and department meetings to Zoom. 
We are frantically digitizing our historic map collections and can even make 3D models of 
our prized globes for all to see.  Nothing compares to the feel of an oversized atlas in your 
hands, but I suppose it is time I finally give eBooks a fighting chance. If I can wrestle my 
Kindle away from the kids, I will test out viewing the atlases Hoopla has on a small screen, 
and report my experiences here. Until then, stay safe!

https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/series/DWY/who-was
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Digital Mapping

“YOUR NAME HERE”

From the Editor’s Keyboard

Digital Mapping editor needed
Do you enjoy finding and looking at new GIS programs, geospatial data, and 
websites? Do you enjoy writing? Then why not combine the two together 
and be our new Digital Mapping columnist. Tell us about the new geospatial 
sites that are available. 

I would like to encourage any MAGIRT member to volunteer.  Let me know if 
you have an interest in contributing to this important part of base line. 

Contact the editor for more details. This is a wonderful opportunity for 
someone to make a concrete and impactful contribution to our part of the 
library profession. 

MAGIRT Connect page. For all the 
resources you need to know about 
what is happing inside MAGIRT.

https://connect.ala.org/magirt/home

Recent topics as of April 8, 2021
• GODORT Cataloging Committee needs your feedback 
• Invitation to participate in a COVID0-19 research survey

https://connect.ala.org/magirt/home
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 c  JIM
COOMBS
4/21

GREAT MOMENTS IN MAP LIBRARIANSHIP   by Jim Coombs

HI! WE HEARD ABOUT A 
COOL OLD RT 66 MUSEUM! 
DO YOU KNOW WHERE IT IS?

YES! HERE, I’LL SHOW YOU 
ON THIS ROAD MAP.

HA! IS THAT HOW PEOPLE 
USED TO GIVE DIRECTIONS?

WHAT? YOU DON’T KNOW 
HOW TO READ A ROAD MAP?

THEY PROBABLY DON’T KNOW 
HOW TO FOLD ONE EITHER! 

 HA! 
HA! HA!
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